Each samba school showed a different theme and had different amount of dancers. Which school had the largest group?

1. The Salgueiro had 25 more dancers than the second school, but 25 less dancers than the school which introduced the Serpente Encantado.
2. The Imperatriz did its show immediately after the Salgueiro.
3. The first and third school had a total of 225 dancers.
4. The Xingu theme was presented by more people than those from Grande Rio.
5. The Mocidade wasn't the first and didn't show the Inferno theme.
6. The school with 100 dancers has shown the Inferno or started first.
7. The third school didn't represent the Xingu theme. The fourth school wasn't Grande Rio.
8. If the Xingu theme was danced by 150 dancers, then Imperatriz did it.
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